CAROL   AND   GODREANU
Only,oxygen administered from outside the frontier can revive
the Iron Guard. Will it be given?
King Carol means to be master in his own house. The whole
lesson of what has happened is that if any Great Power wishes to
negotiate with Rumania, it must negotiate with him, not with
this or that Leader of the people. All things are possible in"politics,
and it may be just possible that, if Rumania falls into line, the
shooting of Godreanu will be forgotten. But, from what I know
of the German leaders, I think it doubtful in this particular case.
They felt it too much as a direct challenge to themselves.
If anyone still thinks of Rumanians as weaklings, he is wrong.
Consider Armand Calinescu. Theorists say that very small men
try by great energy to prove themselves greater than their stature.
They may be right, I don't know; I am small myself. Armand
Calinescu's story goes to support their theory.
He is very small, always smiles, and for some reason wears a
dark monocle over his left eye. It is very difficult to know what a
man is thinking who always smiles and of whose eyes you can see
only one. But he has certainly given many proofs of resolution.
He smashed Communism, what there was of it, in Rumania. He
sent troops, in 1932, against sit-down-striking Bucharest railway-
men, and made them sit up; about thirty, if I remember rightly,
were killed. At the trials of Iron Guard leaders, when other
politicians were hedging and risk-covering by pleading for under-
standing and talking of patriotic motives, he, a lawyer in his
beginnings, delivered a smashing attack on them. He spoke
openly, as none other dared to do, of help being given to the Iron
Guard by foreign powers.
And now? Now, a camel might as easily pass through the eye of a
needle as an unauthorized visitor into the building where the
Minister of the Interior sits, guarded by police and soldiers and
plain-clothes men.
Great decisions, great changes loom ahead for Rumania, and
King Carol approaches his most difficult times. As his latest
attempt to weld the State together, he has introduced a semi-Fascist
system — as Schuschnigg did, as Hungary is doing — with one
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